
Lot No. Description Low Est. High Est. Category Hammer Price

1

A watercolour painting of Tower Bridge and HMS Belfast 

by Frans de Leij. Signed and dated 2004 to lower left. 

Well framed and mounted. Approx dimensions in frame; 

740mm x 550mm. VGC. £40-60 

40 60 Books and Pictures 45

2

A watercolour painting of Brighton & Hove seafront by 

Michael Berry. Titled 'Hove Beach Huts', with a view of 

King's House, the Palace Pier, etc. Signed to lower right. 

Well framed and mounted with artist's label to reverse. 

Approx dimensions in frame; 590mm x 435mm. VGC. £40-

60 

40 60 Books and Pictures 60

3

A set of late 19th Century Victorian weighing scales by 

W&T Avery, Birmingham Ltd. In brass and maghogany 

with separate weights, fine adjustment and pull-out 

measure for height. Upholstered panel on the stand 

showing an eagle in cross stitch. VGC for age. £150-200 

150 200 Antiques and collectibles 110

4

A quantity of silver plated flatware, cutlery and other 

items. Including; bone handled glove stretchers. A case of 

6 teaspoons. 22x forks. 18x spoons. 7x teaspoons. Carving 

knife and other servers. Matching sugar bowl and milk 

jug and a few other items. QGC-GC. £50-70 

50 70 Antiques and collectibles 50

5

An Austrian Majolica ceramic Bobsled group scuplted by 

Theodore Schoop and manufactured by The Bernhard 

Bloch Studio in 1910. Three figures on a sledge. Signed in 

the mould 'Schoop' and dated underneath 'Dec 1910'. 

Length of base approx 260mm. VGC-Mint. £400-600 

400 600 Antiques and collectibles 0

6
A Victorian red coral hair clip made up of 11 coral beads 

on a metal frame. Together with a tie pin set with a single 

coral bead. Both VGC. £40-60 

40 60 Antiques and collectibles 20

7
A mid-Victorian red and white 3-strand coral necklace 

made up of small pieces. GC, requires restringing. £60-80 60 80 Antiques and collectibles 0

8
A fine mid-Victorian red coral necklace made up of 

graduated branch pieces. GC, requires restringing. £80-

120 

80 120 Antiques and collectibles 55

9
A 19th Century possibly Warthog or wild boar's tusk. 

Length approx 280mm. VGC, minor age wear. £50-70 50 70 Antiques and collectibles 40

10

A 19th Century Domino set. 49x playing pieces of bone 

and ebony (or ebonised wood) construction, each with 

two brass pins holding the two layers together. 

Contained in a wooden box. VGC. £60-80 

60 80 Antiques and collectibles 45

11

A very finely worked 19th Century Victorian ivory brooch 

depicting a very detailed scene with three stag and deer, 

trees, fences, etc. With pin and clasp back. Approx width 

65mm. VGC. £80-120 

80 120 Antiques and collectibles 65
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12

A very finely worked mid 19th Century oriental 

ivory/bone doll's house model table with 17th Century 

Jacobean and Baroque influences. Very detailed and 

intricate fretwork to top and stretcher with turned legs. 

GC, one leg has broken at the narrowest point and 

requires repair. Dimensions of table top; 47mm x 31mm. 

£80-120 

80 120 Antiques and collectibles 0

13

A mid 19th century scrimshaw walking stick, the straight 

haft of finely worked narwhal tusk, with a marine ivory 

octagonal faceted handle decorated with 7 inset dark 

stone discs. Metal (possibly silver) cap to foot. Length 

approx 830mm overall. VGC, minor damage to cap on 

foot. £400-600 

400 600 Antiques and collectibles 400

14

A large 19th Century Cairoware tray set. Of possibly 

Egypt, Morocco or Syria Mamluk origin. Comprising a 

substantial bronze or brass tray, bowl and plate. All with 

silver and copper inlay with silver inlaid arabic script, 

scrolling arabesque, foliage and stylised fish. Diameter of 

tray approx 445mm, weight approx 2.6kg. Diameter of 

rim of bowl approx 150mm, weight approx 856g. Plate 

diameter approx 95mm, weight approx 93g. VGC. £700-

1000 

700 1000 Antiques and collectibles 0

15
12x silver teaspoons. Hallmarked Sheffield 1899, 'WG&S'. 

Combined 295g. VGC. £70-100 
70 100 Silver items 130

16
6x silver desert spoons of plain design. Hallmarked 

Birmingham 1930, 'B.B.S.Ltd.'. Combined 360g. VGC. £80-

120 

80 120 Silver items 160

17

4x silver items. A paperweight hallmarked Birmingham 

2000, 'LJM' for L.J. Millington. A paperknife with engine 

turned handle, hallmarked Birmingham 1984, 'W.M'. A 

salt shaker in the form of a milk churn, hallmarked 

Birmingham 1901. A teaspoon hallmarked Birmingham 

2012 Diamond Jubilee, 'HBH'. Combined (without 

paperweight) 63g. £30-50 

30 50 Silver items 80

18

4x silver scallop dishes. A larger example hallmarked 

Sheffield 1978, 'JNL'. Together with a set of 3 small 

dishes, hallmarked London 1866, 'RH'. Combined 214g. 

VGC. £60-80 

60 80 Silver items 120

19

3x items of silver flatware. A Georgian fork hallmarked 

Dublin 1815, 'RW'/'MW'. A dessert spoon with rope edge 

design to handle, hallmarked London 1878 (indistinct). A 

fish knife hallmarked Sheffield 1920, 'JDWD'. Combined 

88g. GC-VGC. £30-50 

30 50 Silver items 45

20

3x silver items. A small 'Horn of Plenty' with detachable 

lid and Norwegian hallmarks. An oval canister with 

hinged lid, marked 800. Plus an old oval case with lid 

soldered shut and indistinct engraving. AF-VGC, markings 

of oval case unknown. Combined 232g. £50-70 

50 70 Silver items 120

21

2x silver Vesta cases and a silver matchbox cover. Engine 

turned Vesta case hallmarked Birmingham 1918, 'WRS' 

for William Henry Sparrow. A bee hive Vesta case, 

hallmarked Birmingham 1915, 'HH'. Plus a matchbox 

cover, hallmarked Birmingham 2000, 'LJM' for L.J. 

Millington. Combined weight 81g. VGC. £40-60 

40 60 Silver items 130



22
2x Georgian silver tablespoons. Hallmarked London 1801, 

'RC' possibly for Richard Crossley and the other 'WE'. 

Combined 118g. £50-70 

50 70 Silver items 50

23

2x matching Georgian Scottish dessert spoons with 

scalloped decoration to handles and engraved crest 

'Cavendo Tutus'. Hallmarked Edinburgh 1820, 'JM.'. 

Combined 85g. VGC. £30-50 

30 50 Silver items 35

24
A set of 6 silver oval napkin rings. Hallmarked 

Birmingham 1986, 'K.M.S' for K.M. Silver. Boxed in pairs. 

Combined weight 185g. VGC. £60-80 

60 80 Silver items 140

25
A cased set of 6 silver dessert knifes. Hallmarked 

Sheffield 1913, 'JS'. Combined 157g. £30-50 
30 50 Silver items 0

26

A set of 6x silver teaspoons and 2x silver sugar tongs. 

Teaspoons hallmarked Birmingham 1948, 'K Ltd.'. One set 

of sugar tongs hallmarked London 1857, 'CB'. The other 

set hallmarked Exeter 1849, 'WRS'. Combined 182g. VGC. 

£50-70 

50 70 Silver items 70

27

A decorative silver 4-piece condiment set. On a triangular 

stand raised on 3 feet with blue glass inserts to 3 pots 

and 2x spoons. Hallmarked London 1912, 'D&JW'. Silver 

parts 452g. VGC. £120-160 

120 160 Silver items 240

28
A cased set of 6 silver teaspoons of plain design. 

Hallmarked Sheffield 1920, 'J.D&S'. Combined 55g. £20-

40 

20 40 Silver items 20

29

A silver sugar bowl and pierced spoon. A plain oval bowl 

with hinged handle. Hallmarked London 1904, 'TB'. 

Spoon with decorative piercing marked London 1903, 

'H&Co'. Both VGC with clear hallmarks. 160g. £50-70 

50 70 Silver items 80

30
A set of six silver cake forks of plain design. Hallmarked 

Sheffield 1937, 'EV'. VGC. £20-40 
20 40 Silver items 50

31

A pair of silver salad servers and 2x silver coasters. All 

hallmarked Sheffield, 'HA'. Salad servers dated 1904, 

coasters dated 1894 & 1895. Combined weight 332g. 

VGC. £80-120 

80 120 Silver items 150

32

A pair of silver William Comyns Art Nouveau Style Vases. 

16.5cm high, width 6.5cm on the rim, base 5.5cm. With 

trumpet shaped bodies decorated in relief with stylised 

foliage pattern, each standing on circular plain splayed 

foot. Hallmarked 1901. GC some age wear/slightly 

misshapen. £100-150 

100 150 Silver items 190

33

A highly decorative silver coffee pot by Edward & Sons, 

Glasgow. Hallmarked Glasgow 1894. With hinged lid and 

wooden handle. Six arched panels around the body, one 

with indistinct engraved crest, one blank and four with 

romanesque scenes of figures interacting. 705g including 

handle. VGC. £180-220 

180 220 Silver items 420

34

A Russian silver cream jug. Hallmarked for St. Petersburg 

84, 1853 and unknown Cyrillic maker's mark. 128g. Plus 

another probably silver unmarked sauce boat. 217g. £40-

60 

40 60 Silver items 120



35

A Georgian rounded rectangular silver teapot with 

gadrooning decoration to the body, leaf-embossed spout 

and raised on four lion's feet. Handle with small ivory 

insulators. Hallmarked London 1817 with worn maker's 

mark 'J.A.' in rectangle (possibly Joseph Angel?). Weight 

675g (less insulators). GC, handle detached at one end. 

£300-400 

300 400 Silver items 360

36
A 7-bar silver toast rack with simple gothic arches. 

Hallmarked Sheffield, 'J.H.P'. VGC. 207g. £50-70 
50 70 Silver items 150

37

A matching collection of 6x silver forks and 4x silver 

dessert spoons all with matching crest on handle. Forks 

with 3 tines. Hallmarked London 1905, 'G&S Co. Ltd.'. 

Combined 774g. VGC. £220-280 

220 280 Silver items 240

38
A silver sandwich box of plain design. Double hinged box 

with carrying handle. Hallmarked Sheffield 1898, 'J.D&S'. 

265g. VGC. £80-120 

80 120 Silver items 200

39
A silver Victorian pouring dish. Indistinct London 

hallmark. 70g. GC, some wear. £30-50 
30 50 Silver items 110

40
A silver goblet of simple design. Hallmarked Sheffield 

1977, with Silver Jubilee mark, 'JNL'. 152g. VGC. £50-70 50 70 Silver items 100

41
A silver goblet of simple design. Hallmarked Sheffield 

1977, with Silver Jubilee mark, 'JNL'. 177g. VGC, small 

dent to rim. £50-70 

50 70 Silver items 100

42

A silver trinket box on raised feet with blue guilloché 

enamel panel in lid and padded interior. Hallmarked 

Birmingham 1943, 'AC' for Albert Carter. 265g including 

enamel etc. VGC. £80-120 

80 120 Silver items 600

43
A silver trinket box with gilt wash interior. 

Monogrammed 'CB' to lid and 'BH' to front. Hallmarked 

London 1838, 'EE'. 187g. VGC. £60-80 

60 80 Silver items 320

44
A small silver coaster/tray raised on 3 flattened ball feet. 

Hallmarked London 1883, 'FH'. 112g. VGC. £30-50 30 50 Silver items 55

45
A small silver posy vase with removable base. Hallmarked 

London 1914, 'Fs. Ltd' for Finnigans Ltd. Manchester. 87g. 

£30-50 

30 50 Silver items 25

46

A silver hip flash with lid. Hallmarked London 1861, 

'CRWS' for Charles Rawlings & William Summers. 

Engraved with 'Harry Emanuel, Brook St & Hanover Sq'. 

170g. VGC. £60-80 

60 80 Silver items 300

47
A silver hip flash. Hallmarked Birmingham 1918, 'D&A'. 

202g. VGC. £60-80 
60 80 Silver items 180

48

A silver cigarette box with onyx inlay latch and gilt wash 

interior. Hallmarked London 1936, 'C&C', also stamped 

'KB&Co' for Kirby Beard & Co., Paris. 396g. VGC. £130-180 
130 180 Silver items 360

49

A silver cigarette box with engine turned decoration to lid 

and sides, cedar lined interior and raised on geometric 

feet. Hallmarked Birmingham 1959, 'HBROS'. 407g 

including base and lining, etc. VGC. £130-180 

130 180 Silver items 240

50

A silver candelabra with two arms and 3 removable 

sconces. Circular base, octagonal faceted base, colomn 

and capitals and weighted base. Hallmarked Sheffield 

1973, 'R&B' for Roberts & Belk Ltd. 786g including 

weighted base. £160-200 

160 200 Silver items 150



51

A pair of silver chamber candlesticks with large dish 

bases, carrying handles, snuffers and removable sconces. 

Gadrooning to capitals and decoration to tops of handles. 

Hallmarked London 1979, 'BMLM' for Marlow Brothers. 

Combined 431g. GC-VGC. £160-220 

160 220 Silver items 380

52

A silver round pot with removable lid and gilt washed 

interior. Engine turned enamel lid with a portrait of a lady 

with panses. Hallmarked Birmingham 1903, 'H&A' for 

Horton & Allday. 86g including enamel etc. VGC. £30-50 

30 50 Silver items 180

53
A silver tankard of plain design with hammered finish to 

interior. Hallmarked Birmingham 1943, 'WMC'. 340g. 

VGC. £100-150 

100 150 Silver items 260

54

A silver powder compact with engine turned case, blue 

guilloché enamel lid and fitted mirror inside. Hallmarked 

Birmingham 1935, 'A Bros Ltd' for Adie Brothers Ltd. 115g 

including enamel etc. QGC-GC, some damage to corners 

of enamel. £30-50 

30 50 Silver items 75

55

A silver cigarette case with relief decoration of three 

early 20thC soldiers to lid and gilt wash interior. 

Hallmarked Birmingham 1914, 'S&Co'. 108g including 

elastic. VGC. £40-60 

40 60 Silver items 220

56
A Georgian silver sauce ladle with shell shaped bowl and 

decorated handle. Hallmarked London 1782, 'GS' for 

George Smith. 48g. VGC. £70-100 

70 100 Silver items 55

57

A large Georgian silver ladle with crest on the handle. 

Hallmarked London 1790, 'TW' possibly for Thomas 

Wallis II. 145g. GC-VGC, some dents to bowl. £70-100 
70 100 Silver items 110

58

A substantial silver tray on four scrolled feet with 

decorative raised edge. Hallmarked for Sheffield 1936, 

for the Atkin Brothers, Harry Atkin. Diameter of tray 

approx 415mm. Weight 2.040kg. £800-1200 

800 1200 Silver items 900

59

A silver sculpture 'Boy With A Dolphin', London 1979 by 

David Wynne for Mappin and Webb. A dramatic piece 

showing a boy riding a dolphin by holding onto the dorsal 

fin, raised on a green marble base with etched and gilt 

tooled 'MAPPIN & WEBB' to one side and '9.4.1980 

DAVID WYNNE 25/250' to the other side. Hallmarked to 

underside of Dolphin's tail. Length of silver model approx 

330mm. Contained within a fitted Mappin & Webb case 

with limited edition certificate. VGC, minor cleaning 

required. £2000-4000

David Wynne, OBE, born 1926 is a British sculptor of 

figures, animals, and portraits. His original bronze 

sculpture 'Boy with a Dolphin' is situated in Cheyne Walk, 

on the north west side of Albert Bridge on the Thames in 

London. An impressive example of a double cantilever 

from the arm of the boy and the tail of the dolphin. 

For other examples, see Bonhams 5 September 2013 lot 

22, 8 November 2011 lot 181 and 2 June 2015 lot 198, 

and Sotheby's London, 22 July 1987 lot 351. 

2000 4000 Silver items 2700



60

2x clocks. A French brass carriage clock/timepiece. 

Together with a Smith's mantle clock, striking on a gong. 

GC-VGC, discolouration to face of carriage clock. £50-70 
50 70 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 0

61

3x clocks. An Edwardian early 20th Century mantle 

timepiece with balance wheel escapement, with stringing 

and shell marquetry (minor damage to case). Together 

with a Art Deco style Bentima pendulum clock striking 

and chiming on four gongs in a red painted case and 

another pendulum mantle clock stiking on a gong. £40-60 

40 60 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 40

62

A 19th Century slate and marble mantle clock. 8 day 

movement striking on a gong. With pendulum. Height 

approx 330mm, width of base approx 240mm. £30-50 
30 50 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 0

64

A fine George III longcase 8 day movement with anchor 

escapement and brass arched dial by John Baddely / 

Baddeley of Albrighton, who built the clock for the 

church in Tong, Shropshire. Face with silvered chapter 

ring, date wheel and separate seconds dial and striking 

on a bell. Movement screwed to possibly original saddle 

board. Dimensions of face approx 308mm wide, 440mm 

to top of arch. 

Baddely also specialised in making barometers and 

optics, and was noted for inventing a new type of 

refraction telescope. He died in 1804. £100-150 

100 150 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 90

65

A modern L'Epee, France brass carriage clock. A repeater 

clock with separate alarm dial below main dial. Double 

spring barrel and striking on a gong. Together with key 

and maintenance/guarantee booklet. VGC, appears in 

good working order, some cleaning/maintenance may be 

required. £120-200 

120 200 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 240

66

A modern L'Epee, France brass carriage clock. A repeater 

clock with three separate dials below main dial, showing 

day, alarm and date. Double spring barrel and striking on 

a gong. Together with key. VGC, appears in good working 

order, some cleaning/maintenance may be required. 

£300-500 

300 500 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 600

67

A fine small silver pocket watch. Swiss keyless jewelled 

movement with enamel dial and red Roman numerals to 

face. Highly engraved and decorative case with Swiss 

silver hallmarks 0.935 to inner and outer case. Engraved 

regulation adjustment. Serial number 43321. 

VGC. The movement is running at the time of 

cataloguing. Please note we do not test for accuracy of 

time or duration of the power reserve or guarantee the 

future working of the movement. The movement may 

need servicing at the buyer's discretion. £200-300 

200 300 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 0



68

A fine Victorian gold pocket watch. Key wound watch 

with Roman numerals to face and separate seconds hand. 

Fully hallmarked 18 carat gold case for London 1887, with 

maker's mark 'GP' in two places on the case, with 

additional 18 carat marks to fob ring. Serial number 

55204. Engraved regulation adjustment and engraved 

dedication; 'John Tyssul Davies A gift from his mother on 

attaining his 21st birthday, 12th June 1889'. VGC. £300-

500 

300 500 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 700

69

7x watch collector's storage boxes in leather and faux 

leather. 5x cases with capacity for 6 watches and 2 cases 

with capacity for 5 watches. VGC-Mint. £50-70 
50 70 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 45

70
6x watch collector's storage boxes. 2x cases in wood and 

4x cases in blue faux leather. All with capacity for 5 

watches. VGC-Mint. £50-70 

50 70 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 80

71

3x watch collector's storage boxes. 2x Hillwood cases in 

burr wood; one case with capacity for 12 watches and 

one case with capacity for 3 watches. Together with a 

Dulwich leather bound case with capacity for 10 watches. 

VGC-Mint, one replacement inner watch 'holder' in one 

Hillwood example. No keys present. £40-60 

40 60 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 160

72
2x Hillwood watch collector's storage boxes in burr wood. 

Both cases with capacity for 12 watches. VGC-Mint. No 

keys present. £40-60 

40 60 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 180

73

4x watches. A Stauffer key wound pocket watch. 

Engraved and silvered face with Roman numerals. 

Movement with regulation lever, signed Stauffer, Chaux 

de Fonds. Serial no.25343 stamped to inner and outer 

case, plus 279 stamped to outer case. Together with a 

Sekonda manual wind wrist watch. A Swiss made watch 

with automatic winding mechanism, retailed by G.W. 

Street, Hove (missing strap). A ladies AWC Co. 10K Swiss 

dress watch, serial no. 146908. (missing glass and one 

hand). 

AF-GC. Please note we do not test for accuracy of time or 

duration of the power reserve or guarantee the future 

working of the movement. The movement may need 

servicing at the buyer's discretion. £80-120 

80 120 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 0

74

4x quartz watches. A Seiko chronograph sports watch. A 

Seiko dress watch. A Sekonda Submariner type watch. An 

England Football Team watch. All boxed with paperwork. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movements are 

not running at the time of cataloguing, however please 

note we do not test for accuracy of time or duration of 

the power reserve or guarantee the future working of the 

movements. The movements may need servicing at the 

buyer's discretion. £40-60 

40 60 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 70



75

4x watches. A Woodford Automatic watch with date 

display. A Mountaineer Oxygen quartz chronograph 

watch. A Vogager quartz watch. A Seiko quartz dress 

watch. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The automatic 

movement is running, however the 3x quartz movements 

are not running at the time of cataloguing. Please note 

we do not test for accuracy of time or duration of the 

power reserve or guarantee the future working of the 

movements. The movements may need servicing at the 

buyer's discretion. £40-60 

40 60 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 45

76

3x Parriss watches with manual wind movements. A 

Wehrmachtswerk. Plus 2x examples with date display. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movements are 

running at the time of cataloguing, however please note 

we do not test for accuracy of time or duration of the 

power reserve or guarantee the future working of the 

movements. The movements may need servicing at the 

buyer's discretion. £60-80 

60 80 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 55

77

3x Lorus wrist watches. A Titanium Aviator. A Diver's 

Light. A Diver's Pepsi with stainless steel bracelet. 2x 

examples with date displays. All boxed with paperwork. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movements are 

not running at the time of cataloguing, however please 

note we do not test for accuracy of time or duration of 

the power reserve or guarantee the future working of the 

movements. The movements may need servicing at the 

buyer's discretion. £40-60 

40 60 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 35

78

2x Avia wristwatches. An Avia Mariner watch with quartz 

movement, stainless steel case and bracelet, white face 

and black arabic numerals. Together with an Avia Aviator 

with luminous face and brown leather strap. Both cased.

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movements are 

not running at the time of cataloguing, however please 

note we do not test for accuracy of time or duration of 

the power reserve or guarantee the future working of the 

movements. The movements may need servicing at the 

buyer's discretion. £30-50 

30 50 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 25

79

2x Seiko quartz chronograph watches. A Perpetual 

Calender watch and a Sports watch. Both with leather 

straps, 3x chronograph dials and date displays. Boxed 

with paperwork. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movements are 

not running at the time of cataloguing, however please 

note we do not test for accuracy of time or duration of 

the power reserve or guarantee the future working of the 

movements. The movements may need servicing at the 

buyer's discretion. £40-60 

40 60 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 130



80

An Accurist MB596 OS60 Titanium Chronograph watch 

with quartz movement. Metallic purple-black face with 

three chronograph dials and date display. With case and 

instructions. Watch purchased in 2009. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is not 

running at the time of cataloguing, however please note 

we do not test for accuracy of time or duration of the 

power reserve or guarantee the future working of the 

movement. The movement may need servicing at the 

buyer's discretion. £20-40 

20 40 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 25

81

An Accurist MB785 GP10 watch with quartz movement. 

Metallic black and yellow face with three additional dials. 

With case and instructions. Watch purchased in 2009. 

VGC-Mint, no evidence of wear. The movement is not 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£20-40 

20 40 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 25

82

An Accurist MB907GB watch with quartz movement. 

Black and metallic green face with date display. With case 

and instructions. Watch purchased in 2013. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is not 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£20-40 

20 40 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 25

83

An Accurist MB882Y JS00 Chronograph watch with quartz 

movement. Metallic yellow face with three chronograph 

dials. With case and instructions. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is not 

running at the time of cataloguing, however please note 

we do not test for accuracy of time or duration of the 

power reserve or guarantee the future working of the 

movement. The movement may need servicing at the 

buyer's discretion. £20-40 

20 40 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 55

84

An Accurist Sports MB614 'All Terrain' watch with quartz 

movement. Black face with separate seconds dial and 

date display. With case. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is not 

running at the time of cataloguing, however please note 

we do not test for accuracy of time or duration of the 

power reserve or guarantee the future working of the 

movement. The movement may need servicing at the 

buyer's discretion. £20-40 

20 40 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 20



85

An Accurist Skymaster Chronograph watch with quartz 

movement. Metallic face with three additional dials. With 

case and instructions. Watch purchased in 2013. 

VGC-Mint, no evidence of wear. The movement is not 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£20-40 

20 40 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 55

86

An Accurist Celestial watch with quartz movement. 'The 

Greenwich Commemorative' edition with celestial dial 

face. With case and instructions. 

VGC-Mint, no evidence of wear. The movement is not 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£80-120 

80 120 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 120

87

A Bradford Exchange Official Battle of Britain 70th 

Anniversary watch 'The Few' with quartz movement. '22-

carat Rose Gold Signature Edition' limited edition 

(1160/4999), maroon face and brown leather strap. With 

case and instructions. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is not 

running at the time of cataloguing, however please note 

we do not test for accuracy of time or duration of the 

power reserve or guarantee the future working of the 

movement. The movement may need servicing at the 

buyer's discretion. £40-60 

40 60 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 50

88

A Bell & Ross Vintage WW1-92 Automatic watch with 

automatic self winding mechanism. A limited edition 

(31/500) watch with stainless steel case, metallic face 

and beige numeral markers. Bell & Ross pale tan leather 

strap. With case, original instructions, other paperwork 

and packaging. Watch purchased in 2014. 

VGC-Mint, no evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£500-700 

500 700 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 700



89

A Bell & Ross Vintage BR123 Aviation Type Automatic 

watch with automatic self winding mechanism. With 

stainless steel case, black face and beige numeral 

markers. Separate date display and seconds dial. Bell & 

Ross pale tan leather strap. With case, original 

instructions, other paperwork and packaging. Watch 

purchased in 2013. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£500-700 

500 700 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 600

90

A Breguet Type XX Aeronavale Automatic Chronometer 

watch with automatic winding mechanism. Stainless steel 

case, black face and white Arabic numerals. 3x 

chronograph dials and tan leather strap. With case, 

original instructions, leather wallet, other paperwork and 

packaging. 

VGC, little evidence of wear. The movement is running at 

the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not test for 

accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve or 

guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£1500-2000 

1500 2000 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 3600

91

A Breitling Montbrilliant 01 Automatic watch with 

automatic self winding mechanism. With stainless steel 

case, metallic face and silver Arabic numerals. 3 

chrongraph dials and Breitling brown leather strap. With 

case, instructions, leather wallet, other paperwork and 

outer packaging. Watch purchased in 2014. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£1200-1800 

1200 1800 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 2200

92

A Breitling Chronometre Navitimer Automatic watch with 

automatic self winding mechanism. With stainless steel 

case, metallic face and silver numeral markers. 3 

chrongraph dials and Breitling brown leather strap. With 

case, instructions, other paperwork and outer packaging. 

Watch purchased in 2011. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£2000-3000 

2000 3000 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 3100



93

A Breitling Superocean 42 Chronometre Automatic watch 

with automatic self winding mechanism. Limited edition 

(396/2000) with stainless steel case, black face and silver 

Arabic numerals. Separate date display and Breitling 

brown and orange leather strap. With case, instructions, 

other paperwork and outer packaging. Watch purchased 

in 2012. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£1800-2200 

1800 2200 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 0

94

A Breitling Transocean Automatic watch with automatic 

self winding mechanism. With stainless steel case and 

bracelet, metallic face and silver numeral markers. 

Separate date display. With case, instructions, other 

paperwork and outer packaging. Watch purchased in 

2011. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£1200-1500 

1200 1500 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 1700

95

A Bremont U-2 Automatic Chronometer watch with 

automatic self winding mechanism. Limited edition 

(82/150) with anti-shock case, black face and luminous 

arabic numerals/numeral markers. Separate day and date 

displays. Bremont brown leather strap. With case, 

original instructions, other paperwork and packaging and 

spare strap. Watch purchased in 2011. 

VGC-Mint, no evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£1000-1500 

1000 1500 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 1600

96

A Bulova B0 Automatic watch with automatic self winding 

mechanism. Stainless steel case, metallic face and silver 

numeral markers. Bulova black leather strap. With case 

and instructions. 

VGC-Mint, no evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£70-100 

70 100 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 75



97

A Bulova B1 Automatic watch with automatic self winding 

mechanism. Stainless steel case, black face and white 

Arabic numerals. Bulova black leather strap. With case 

and instructions. 

VGC-Mint, no evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£70-100 

70 100 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 75

98

A Bulova B2 Precisionist quartz watch. Stainless steel 

case, metallic black face and silver Arabic numerals. 

Separate date display and Bulova black leather strap. 

With case and instructions. 

VGC-Mint, no evidence of wear. The movement is not 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£20-40 

20 40 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 45

99

A Bulova Swiss Chronograph retro Edition watch with 

quartz movement. Stainless steel case and bracelet, blue 

face and silver numeral markers. Date display and 3 

chronograph dials. With case and instructions. Watch 

purchased in 2011. 

VGC-Mint, no evidence of wear. The movement is not 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£100-200 

100 200 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 130

100

A Bulova Accutron II quartz watch. Stainless steel case, 

face with open movement and white numeral markers. 

Bulova brown leather strap. With case and instructions. 

VGC-Mint, no evidence of wear. The movement is not 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£120-180 

120 180 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 160

101

A Cartier Roadster Automatic watch with automatic self 

winding mechanism. Stainless steel case and bracelet, 

metallic black face and white Roman numerals. Separate 

date display. With case, instructions, spare black leather 

strap and packaging. Watch purchased in 2010. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£1200-1500 

1200 1500 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 2100



102

A Citizen Eco-Drive Red Arrows Pilot Watch BJ7050-54E 

with quartz movement. Stainless steel case and bracelet, 

a black face with luminous arabic numerals. Separate 

date display. With case, instructions and other 

paperwork. Watch purchased in 2011. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The watch is running at 

the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not test for 

accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve or 

guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£70-100 

70 100 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 120

103

A Citizen Eco-Drive Chronograph Watch WR100 with 

quartz movement. Stainless steel case and a dark brown 

face with silvered numeral markers. Separate date 

display and three chronograph dials. Citizen brown 

leather strap. With case, instructions and other 

paperwork. Watch purchased in 2009. 

VGC-Mint, no evidence of wear. The watch is not running 

at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not test for 

accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve or 

guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£60-80 

60 80 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 50

104

A Citizen Eco-Drive Dress Watch with quartz movement. 

Stainless steel case and bracelet, a metallic blue face with 

silvered numeral markers. Separate date display. With 

case, instructions and other paperwork. Watch purchased 

in 2011. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The watch is running at 

the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not test for 

accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve or 

guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£30-50 

30 50 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 35

105

A Citizen Eco-Drive Radio Controlled Perpetual Calendar 

Watch WR100 with quartz movement. Stainless steel 

case and a white face with metallic numeral markers. 

Separate date display and calendar. Citizen brown leather 

strap. With case, instructions and other paperwork. 

Watch purchased in 2009. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The watch is running at 

the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not test for 

accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve or 

guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£100-150 

100 150 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 100



106

A Citizen Eco-Drive Military Watch WR100 with quartz 

movement. Stainless steel case with black surround and a 

brown face with orange and white arabic numerals. 

Separate date display and seconds dial. Citizen khaki 

canvas strap. With case, instructions and other 

paperwork. Watch purchased in 2013. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The watch is running at 

the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not test for 

accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve or 

guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£30-50 

30 50 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 85

107

A Frederique Constant NOJ 393 Healey Automatic Oris 

watch with automatic self winding mechanism. Limited 

edition (393/1888). Stainless steel case with metallic face 

and gold numeral markers. Separate date display. Brown 

leather strap. With case, instructions, other paperwork 

and packaging. Together with a separate presentation 

case containing a large scale diecast model of an Austin 

Healey 100 in metallic green livery, racing number 26.

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing, however please note 

we do not test for accuracy of time or duration of the 

power reserve or guarantee the future working of the 

movement. The movement may need servicing at the 

buyer's discretion. £500-700 

500 700 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 700

108

A Dreyfuss & Co. DGS00016/25 Series 1925 Automatique 

watch with automatic self winding mechanism. Stainless 

steel case with metallic rose face and numeral markers. 

Separate date display. Dreyfuss brown leather strap. With 

case, instructions, other paperwork and packaging. 

Watch purchased in 2011. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing, however please note 

we do not test for accuracy of time or duration of the 

power reserve or guarantee the future working of the 

movement. The movement may need servicing at the 

buyer's discretion. £80-120 

80 120 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 180

109

A Dreyfuss & Co. DGB00010/01 Series 1980 watch with 

quartz movement. Stainless steel case and bracelet with 

silvered face and Roman numerals. With case, paperwork 

and packaging. Watch purchased in 2009. 

VGC-Mint, no evidence of wear. The movement is not 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£70-100 

70 100 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 0



110

An Ebel Classic Hexagon Automatic watch with automatic 

self winding mechanism. With stainless steel case, 

metallic face and gold numeral markers. Separate date 

display. Ebel brown leather strap. With case, original 

instructions, other paperwork and packaging. Watch 

purchased in 2013. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£400-600 

400 600 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 360

111

An Ebel Classic 100 Automatic watch with automatic self 

winding mechanism. (221/1911). With stainless steel 

case, metallic face and gold numeral markers. Separate 

date display. Ebel black leather strap. With case, original 

instructions, other paperwork and packaging. 

VGC-Mint, no evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£400-600 

400 600 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 0

112

An Everite watch with automatic winding mechanism. 

Stainless steel case, white face, Roman numeral markers 

and date display. Tan leather strap. 

VGC, little evidence of wear. The movement is running at 

the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not test for 

accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve or 

guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£60-80 

60 80 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 45

113

A Fortis Official Cosmonauts Automatic watch 200m with 

automatic self winding mechanism. 610.22.158.1 with 

stainless steel case and bracelet, black face and luminous 

arabic numerals. Separate day and date displays. With 

case. Watch purchased in 2010. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£400-600 

400 600 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 360

114

A Fortis Automatic watch 200m with automatic self 

winding mechanism. 620.10.46.1 with stainless steel case 

and bracelet, white face and black arabic numerals. 

Separate date display. With case. Watch purchased in 

2010. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£100-200 

100 200 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 190



115

A Glashutte Original Senator Sixties Automatic watch 

with automatic self winding mechanism (No.625). With 

stainless steel case, metallic face and gold numeral 

markers. Separate large date display. Glashutte black 

leather strap. With case, spare brown leather strap, 

original instructions and packaging. 

VGC-Mint, no evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£2000-3000 

2000 3000 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 1900

116

A Hamilton Khaki Automatic H774150 150 watch with 

automatic self winding mechanism. With titanium case 

and bracelet, black face and white arabic numerals. 

Separate date display and seconds dial. With case, 

original instructions, other paperwork and packaging. 

Watch purchased in 2001.

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£400-600 

400 600 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 0

117

A Hamilton Khaki Automatic 6311 watch with automatic 

self winding mechanism. With stainless steel case and 

bracelet, black face and white arabic numerals. Separate 

date display. With case, original instructions, other 

paperwork and packaging. Watch purchased in 2009.

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£200-300 

200 300 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 180

118

A Hamilton Khaki Automatic H776950 watch with 

automatic self winding mechanism. With stainless steel 

case, black face and orange arabic numerals. Separate 

date and 'city' display. Hamilton brown and orange 

leather strap. With case, original instructions, other 

paperwork and packaging and spare strap.

VGC-Mint, no evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£300-500 

300 500 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 340



119

A Hamilton Khaki H645120 watch with quartz movement. 

With stainless steel case, silver face and white numeral 

markers. Separate date display and three chronograph 

dials. Black rubber strap. With case, original instructions, 

other paperwork and packaging. Watch purchased in 

2010.

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is not 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£150-200 

150 200 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 170

120

A Michel Herbelin Newport 36655 chronograph watch 

with quartz movement. With stainless steel case, black 

metallic face and white numeral markers. Date display 

and three additional chronograph dials. Black 

canvas/leather strap. With case, instructions and 

packaging.

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is not 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£100-150 

100 150 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 110

121

A Hermes AR4.810 Arceau Automatic watch with 

automatic self winding mechanism. With stainless steel 

case, white face and black Arabic numerals. With case, 

instructions and packaging. Hermes brown leather strap. 

Watch purchased in 2013. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£500-700 

500 700 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 650

122

A TAG Heuer Monza Automatic Calibre 36 CR5112 watch 

with automatic self winding mechanism. Limited edition 

(18/1911) with stainless steel case, white face and 

luminous arabic numerals. Separate date display and 

seconds and alarm dials. Heuer brown leather strap. With 

case.

VGC-Mint, no evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£1000-1500 

1000 1500 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 1800



123

A TAG Heuer Monza Automatic Calibre 1887 'Mercedes-

Benz 300SLR' watch with automatic self winding 

mechanism. With stainless steel case, metallic face and 

silvered numeral markers. Separate date display and two 

chronograph dials. Heuer brown and orange leather 

strap. With case, instructions, leather wallet and 

packaging.

VGC-Mint, no evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£1000-1500 

1000 1500 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 1500

124

A TAG Heuer Automatic Sports watch 665 713T with 

automatic self winding mechanism. Water resistant to 

200m. Stainless steel case, a cream face with luminous 

arabic numerals. Separate date display. Brown leather 

strap. With case and instructions. Watch purchased in 

1994. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The watch is running at 

the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not test for 

accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve or 

guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£80-120 

80 120 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 280

125

An Ingersoll Limited Edition IN4800 Automatic watch 

with automatic self winding mechanism. Stainless steel 

case and white face with Roman numerals. Three 

separate displays for seconds, day and date. Ingersoll 

brown leather strap. With case and original instructions. 

Watch purchased in 2010.

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£50-70 

50 70 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 55

126

An IWC Schaffhausen Portugieser watch with manual 

winding mechanism. With stainless steel case, black face 

and silver Arabic numerals. Separate seconds dial and 

IWC brown leather strap. With case and outer packaging.

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£2000-3000 

2000 3000 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 2700



127

An IWC Schaffhausen Mark XVI Automatic watch with 

automatic self winding mechanism. With stainless steel 

case, black face and white Arabic numerals. Separate 

date display and IWC black leather strap. Paperwork 

includes warranty booklet and 'credit card' style 

guarantee (purchased in 2010). With case and outer 

packaging.

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Rubber surface of box 

has deteriorated and become sticky. Please note we do 

not test for accuracy of time or duration of the power 

reserve or guarantee the future working of the 

movement. The movement may need servicing at the 

buyer's discretion. £1000-1500 

1000 1500 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 2200

128

An IWC Schaffhausen Aquatimer Automatic Chronometer 

watch with automatic self winding mechanism. With 

stainless steel case and bracelet, metallic face and 

numeral markers. Separate seconds dial and 

chronometer dials. With case.

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£2000-3000 

2000 3000 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 0

129

A Jaeger Le Coultre Reverso Automatic watch with 

automatic self winding mechanism. With stainless steel 

reversable case, metallic face and black Arabic numerals. 

Separate seconds dial and Jaeger brown leather strap. 

With case, sealed instructions, other paperwork and 

outer packaging. Watch purchased in 2014. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£3000-5000 

3000 5000 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 2900

130

A Jaeger Le Coultre Memovox Master Compressor 

Grande Taille Automatic watch with automatic self 

winding mechanism. With stainless steel case and 

bracelet, black face and white numeral markers. Separate 

date display. With case and outer packaging.

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£1800-2200 

1800 2200 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 2700



131

A Jeep quartz watch with date display and brown leather 

strap. With case and instruction leaflet. Watch purchased 

in 2009. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is not 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£20-40 

20 40 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 35

132

A Junkers Dessau 1926 W34 Automatic watch with 

automatic self winding mechanism. (6350/3400). With 

stainless steel case, metallic black face and white Arabic 

numerals. Separate date display. Black leather strap. With 

case, instructions and packaging. Watch purchased in 

2014. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£50-70 

50 70 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 130

133

A Jorg Gray 6500 Barack Obama watch (2009) with quartz 

movement. (R300659). With stainless steel case, black 

face and white numeral markers. Separate date display 

and three chronograph dials. Jorg Gray brown leather 

strap. With case, instructions and packaging. Watch 

purchased in 2011. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is not 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£50-70 

50 70 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 40

134

A Kronen & Sohne Automatic watch with automatic self 

winding mechanism. With stainless steel case and 

bracelet, metallic face and silver numeral markers. 

Separate seconds dial and moon phase. With case and 

instructions. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is not 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£20-40 

20 40 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 45



135

A Maurice Lacroix Masterpiece Jour Nuit watch with 

manual winding mechanism. With stainless steel case, 

metallic silvered face and black numeral markers. 

Separate seconds dial. Lacroix brown leather strap. 17 

jewel movement. With case, original instructions, other 

paperwork and packaging. Watch purchased in 2010.

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing, however please note 

we do not test for accuracy of time or duration of the 

power reserve or guarantee the future working of the 

movement. The movement may need servicing at the 

buyer's discretion. £500-700 

500 700 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 600

136

A Longines Master Collection Annual Calander Automatic 

watch with automatic self winding mechanism. Stainless 

steel case and bracelet, metallic face and black Arabic 

numerals. Separate day and date display, moon phase, 

seconds dial, chronograph dial, etc. With case, 

instructions and packaging. Watch purchased in 2009. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£600-800 

600 800 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 700

137

A Longines Hydro Conquest Automatic watch with 

automatic self winding mechanism. Stainless steel case 

and bracelet, blue metallic face and luminous Arabic 

numerals. Separate date display. With case, instructions 

and packaging. Watch purchased in 2014. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£400-600 

400 600 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 380

138

A Longines Grande Vitesse Automatic watch with 

automatic self winding mechanism. Stainless steel case 

and bracelet, metallic face and white numeral markers. 

Separate date display and three chronograph dials. With 

case, instructions and packaging. Watch purchased in 

2010. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£600-800 

600 800 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 550



139

A Longines Expeditions Polaires Francaises Automatic 

watch with automatic self winding mechanism. 

(No.1020). Stainless steel case, metallic face and 

luminous numeral markers. Separate date display. 

Longines brown leather strap. With case, instructions and 

packaging. Watch purchased in 2011. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£700-1000 

700 1000 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 0

140

A Longines Legend Diver Automatic watch with automatic 

self winding mechanism. Stainless steel case, black face 

and white numeral markers. Separate date display. Black 

canvas/leather strap. With case, 'Sports Legends' book 

and packaging.

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£600-800 

600 800 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 750

141

A Longines 180th Anniversary Colomn-Wheel Single Push-

Piece Chronograph Automatic watch with automatic self 

winding mechanism (No.0616). Stainless steel case, white 

face and black Roman numerals. Separate seconds dial, 

chronograph dial and date display. Longines brown 

leather strap. With case, original instructions, other 

paperwork and packaging. Watch purchased in 2013. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£400-600 

400 600 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 950

142

A Longines WWW Calibre L698 Automatic watch with 

automatic self winding mechanism (No.604). Stainless 

steel case, black face and white Arabic numerals. 

Separate seconds dial and date display. Longines black 

leather strap. With case, original instructions, other 

paperwork and packaging. Watch purchased in 2011. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£150-200 

150 200 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 650



143

A Longines Hour Angle Calibre L614 Automatic watch 

with automatic self winding mechanism. Stainless steel 

case, white face and black Roman numerals. Longines 

black leather strap. With case, original instructions, other 

paperwork and packaging. Watch purchased in 2009. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£400-600 

400 600 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 0

144

A Longines Master Collection World Timer Automatic 

watch with automatic self winding mechanism. Stainless 

steel case and bracelet, metallic face and black Arabic 

numerals. Separate date display and world cities 

reference chapter wheel. With case, original instructions, 

leather wallet with other paperwork and packaging. 

Watch purchased in 2009. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£600-800 

600 800 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 550

145

A Longines Master Collection Automatic watch with 

automatic self winding mechanism. Stainless steel case, 

metallic face and arabic numerals. Four additional 

displays for day, date, small seconds and 24hr (second 

timezone). Longines brown leather strap with logo to clip. 

With case, original instructions, other paperwork and 

packaging.

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing, however we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£800-1200 

800 1200 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 750

146

A MeisterSinger No.2 watch with manual winding 

movement. Stainless steel case, a cream face with black 

arabic numerals and single hand. MeisterSinger brown 

leather strap. With case and other paperwork. Watch 

purchased in 2011. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The watch is running at 

the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not test for 

accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve or 

guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£500-700 

500 700 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 0



147

A Nautische Instrumente Muhle Teutonia II watch with 

automatic self winding mechanism. With stainless steel 

case, silver-white face and metallic numeral markers. 

Separate seconds dial and date display. Muhle black 

leather strap. With case, original instructions, other 

paperwork and packaging. Watch purchased in 2013.

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing, however please note 

we do not test for accuracy of time or duration of the 

power reserve or guarantee the future working of the 

movement. The movement may need servicing at the 

buyer's discretion. £800-1200 

800 1200 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 750

148

An Omega Seamaster James Bond 007 Automatic co-axial 

chronometer watch with automatic self winding 

mechanism. A 'collector's piece' (02733/10007) watch 

with stainless steel case and bracelet, black face and 

white numeral markers. Separate date display. With case, 

original instructions, leather wallet, other paperwork and 

packaging. Watch purchased in 2009.

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£1500-2000 

1500 2000 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 2600

149

An Omega Geneve Bumper Automatic watch with 

automatic self winding mechanism. With stainless steel 

case, blue metallic face and silver numeral markers. 

Separate day and date display. Black leather strap. With 

case. 

VGC, little evidence of wear. The movement is running at 

the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not test for 

accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve or 

guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£200-300 

200 300 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 500

150

An Omega Constellation Automatic Chronometer watch 

with automatic winding mechanism. Stainless steel case, 

metallic face and numeral markers. Separate date display 

and black leather strap.  

VGC, little evidence of wear. The movement is running at 

the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not test for 

accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve or 

guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£1000-1500 

1000 1500 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 900



151

An Omega Geneve Dynamic Automatic watch with 

automatic winding mechanism. Stainless steel case and 

bracelet, blue face and white numeral markers. Separate 

date display. 

VGC, little evidence of wear. The movement is running at 

the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not test for 

accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve or 

guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£300-500 

300 500 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 620

152

An Omega Speedmaster Automatic with automatic 

winding mechanism. Stainless steel case and bracelet, red 

face and yellow numeral markers. Three separate 

chronograph dials. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£4000-6000 

4000 6000 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 3800

153

An Omega Seamaster Aqua Terra Automatic 

Chronometer watch with automatic self winding 

mechanism. With stainless steel case and bracelet, 

metallic face and numeral markers. Separate seconds dial 

and chronometer dials. With case, original instructions, 

other paperwork and packaging. Watch purchased in 

2010. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£2000-3000 

2000 3000 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 1800

154

An Omega De Ville watch with quartz movement. 

Hallmarked 18 carat gold case, white face and black 

Roman numerals. With case. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is not 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£150-200 

150 200 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 650

155

An Omega Speedmaster Professional 'Apollo 15, 40th 

Anniversary' (1971 - 2011) watch with manual winding 

mechanism. A limited edition (No.1853/1971) with 

stainless steel case and bracelet, black face and luminous 

numeral markers. Three separate chronograph dials. 

With case, original instructions, leather wallet, other 

paperwork and packaging. Watch purchased in 2011.

VGC-Mint, no evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£2000-3000 

2000 3000 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 4800



156

An Omega Speedmaster Professional 'Apollo 11, 40th 

Anniversary Moon Landing' (20 July 1969) watch with 

manual winding mechanism. A limited edition 

(No.2522/7969) with stainless steel case and bracelet, 

black face and luminous numeral markers. Three 

separate chronograph dials (one as the Apollo emblem). 

With case, original instructions, medallion, leather wallet, 

other paperwork and packaging. Watch purchased in 

2009.

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£5000-7000 

5000 7000 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 4900

157

An Omega Speedmaster 'The First Omega in Space' (3 Oct 

1962) watch with manual winding mechanism. A modern 

comemorative numbered edition (No.1810) with 

stainless steel case, black face and luminous numeral 

markers. Three separate chronograph dials. With case, 

original instructions, leather wallet, other paperwork and 

packaging. Watch purchased in 2014.

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£2000-3000 

2000 3000 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 3200

158

An Omega Seamaster 1948 Automatic Co-Axial 

Chronometer London 2012 watch with automatic self 

winding mechanism. A limited edition (506/1948) 

'Official Timekeeper' Olympic watch with stainless steel 

case, metallic face and numeral markers. Separate 

seconds dial. Omega black leather strap. With case, 

original instructions, leather wallet, other paperwork and 

packaging. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£2000-3000 

2000 3000 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 2000



159

An Omega Speedmaster Automatic Co-Axial 

Chronometer London 2012 watch with automatic self 

winding mechanism. An 'Official Timekeeper' Olympic 

watch with stainless steel case and bracelet, black and 

metallic face and numeral markers. 4 separate 

chronograph dials and date display. With case, original 

instructions, leather wallet, other paperwork and 

packaging. Watch purchased in 2010.

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is not 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£1200-1600 

1200 1600 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 2000

160

An Omega Seamaster Automatic Co-Axial Chronometer 

Vancouver 2010 watch with automatic self winding 

mechanism. A limited edition (No.1347/2010) 'Official 

Timekeeper' Olympic watch with stainless steel case and 

bracelet, white and metallic red face and numeral 

markers. Separate date display. With case, original 

instructions, leather wallet, other paperwork and 

packaging. Watch purchased in 2010.

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£1200-1600 

1200 1600 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 2000

161

An Omega Speedmaster Chronograph watch with 

automatic self winding mechanism. With stainless steel 

case and bracelet, black face and white numeral markers. 

Three additional chronograph displays. With case, 

original instructions, leather wallet, other paperwork and 

packaging. Watch purchased in 2003.

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing, however please note 

we do not test for accuracy of time or duration of the 

power reserve or guarantee the future working of the 

movement. The movement may need servicing at the 

buyer's discretion. £1200-1500 

1200 1500 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 2300



162

An Omega Seamaster Professional Co-Axial Chronometer 

watch 600m 'Planet Ocean' with automatic self winding 

mechanism. With stainless steel case and strap, black 

face with date display and metallic orange bezel, 

luminous numeral markers and hands. With case, original 

instructions, leather wallet, other paperwork and 

packaging. Watch purchased in 2010.

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. However please note 

we do not test for accuracy of time or duration of the 

power reserve or guarantee the future working of the 

movement. The movement may need servicing at the 

buyer's discretion. £2000-3000 

2000 3000 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 2100

163

An Omega Seamaster Automatic Chronometer Beijing 

2008 watch with automatic self winding mechanism. A 

limited edition (No.1117/2008) 'Official Timekeeper' 

Olympic watch with stainless steel case and strap, black 

face and gold numeral markers. Three additional 

chronograph displays. With case, original instructions, 

leather wallet, other paperwork and packaging. Watch 

purchased in 2011.

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is not 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£1200-1600 

1200 1600 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 2300

164

An Omega Speedmaster Chronograph Torino 2006 watch 

with automatic self winding mechanism. A limited edition 

(No.1402/2006) 'Official Timekeeper' Olympic watch with 

stainless steel case and strap, metallic face and numeral 

markers. Three additional chronograph displays. With 

case, original instructions, leather wallet, other 

paperwork and packaging. Watch purchased in 2008.

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is not 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£1000-1500 

1000 1500 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 1400

165

An Oris Big Crown Automatic watch with automatic self 

winding mechanism. (7543). With date pointer hand, 

stainless steel case, black face and white Arabic 

numerals. Oris black leather strap. Without case. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£70-100 

70 100 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 240



166

An Oris Williams F1 Automatic watch with automatic self 

winding mechanism. With stainless steel case and 

bracelet, black metallic face and luminous Arabic 

numerals. With case, instructions and packaging. Leather 

and rubber surface to case has perished, producing an 

oily residue to surface. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is not 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£200-300 

200 300 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 260

167

An Oris Grand Prix Automatic watch with automatic self 

winding mechanism. (53/1800). With titanium case, black 

face and luminous Arabic numerals. Separate day and 

date display. Oris black rubber strap. With case, 

instructions, spare bracelet strap and packaging. Watch 

purchased in 2010. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£400-600 

400 600 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 360

168

An Oris Classic Artelier Automatic watch with automatic 

self winding mechanism. With stainless steel case, 

metallic black face and metallic numeral markers. 

Separate date display. Oris black leather strap. With case, 

instructions and packaging.   

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£80-120 

80 120 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 190

169

An Oris Classic Automatic watch with automatic self 

winding mechanism. With stainless steel case, metallic 

face and gold Arabic numerals. Separate date display. 

Oris brown leather strap. With case, instructions and 

packaging.   

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£80-120 

80 120 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 240

170

An Oris Frank Sinatra Automatic watch with automatic 

self winding mechanism. With stainless steel case and 

bracelet, metallic black face and silver Arabic numerals. 

Separate date display. With case, instructions and 

packaging. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£150-200 

150 200 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 280



171

An Oris Oscar Peterson Automatic watch with automatic 

self winding mechanism. Limited edition (311/1925) with 

stainless steel case, black face and white 'piano key' 

numeral markers. Separate date display. Oris black 

leather strap. With ebonised case, instructions, DVD and 

packaging. Watch purchased in 2010.  

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£400-600 

400 600 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 400

172

An Oris Automatic watch with automatic self winding 

mechanism. With stainless steel case, large crown, black 

face and white Arabic numerals. Separate date display 

and seconds dial. Oris brown leather strap. With case, 

instructions and packaging. Watch purchased in 2011. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£200-300 

200 300 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 440

173

A Panerai Luminor Marina watch with stainless steel case 

simple black face and white arabic numerals/numeral 

markers. Separate seconds dial and Panerai brown 

leather strap with alternative black plastic strap in case. 

With case and packaging. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing, however please note 

we do not test for accuracy of time or duration of the 

power reserve or guarantee the future working of the 

movement. The movement may need servicing at the 

buyer's discretion. £2000-3000 

2000 3000 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 2900

174

A Roamer dress watch with manual winding mechanism. 

Stainless steel case, metallic face and numeral markers 

and date display. Black leather strap. 

VGC, little evidence of wear. The movement is running at 

the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not test for 

accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve or 

guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£60-80 

60 80 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 40

175

A Roamer Anfibio Incabloc 17 watch with manual winding 

mechanism. Stainless steel case, metallic face and 

numeral markers. Brown leather strap. 

VGC, little evidence of wear. The movement is running at 

the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not test for 

accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve or 

guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£100-150 

100 150 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 70



176

A Rolex Unicorn watch with manual wind movement and 

screw-off outer case. An early 20th Century example with 

Swiss silver hallmarked case 0.925, stamped R.W.C. Ltd. 

Double Boitier Brevet 89276, Serial no.309367. Engine 

turned inner case, metallic face, Arabic numerals with 

separate seconds dial. An interesting example of this 

early Rolex retailed in India by P. Orr & Sons LTD Madras 

& Rangoon, with their signature to the dial.  

QGC-GC, some wear and strap missing. The movement is 

not running at the time of cataloguing. PLease note we 

do not test for accuracy of time or duration of the power 

reserve or guarantee the future working of the 

movement. The movement may need servicing at the 

buyer's discretion. £1000-1500 

1000 1500 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 1100

177

A Rolex Oyster Perpectual Datejust watch with automatic 

self winding mechanism. Stainless steel case and strap, 

metallic blue face, arabic numerals and date display. With 

case, original instructions, other paperwork and 

packaging. Watch purchased in 2011. 

VGC-Mint, no evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing, however we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£3000-5000 

3000 5000 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 4300

178

A Rolex Oyster Perpectual Explorer watch with automatic 

self winding mechanism. Stainless steel case and 

bracelet, black face, luminous numeral markers. With 

case, original instructions, other paperwork and 

packaging. Watch purchased in 2014. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing, however we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£4000-6000 

4000 6000 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 4600

179

A Rolex Milgauss Oyster Perpetual watch with automatic 

self winding mechanism. Stainless steel case and 

bracelet, black face, luminous numeral markers. With 

case, original instructions, other paperwork and 

packaging. Watch purchased in 2014. 

VGC-Mint, no evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing, however we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£4000-6000 

4000 6000 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 5300



180

A Rotary Automatic watch with automatic self winding 

movement. Limited edition (137/150) with metallic face 

and black Roman numerals. With case, instructions, other 

paperwork and packaging. Watch purchased in 2010. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£40-60 

40 60 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 40

181

A Rotary Les Originals Super 25 Rotamatic watch with 

automatic self winding movement.Black face and gold 

numeral markers. With case, instructions, other 

paperwork and packaging. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£40-60 

40 60 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 90

182

A Rotary Automatic Breguet watch with automatic self 

winding movement. Metallic face and black Roman 

numerals. Separate moon phase, 2x calander dials and 

date display. Rotary brown leather strap. With case, 

instructions, other paperwork and packaging. Watch 

purchased in 2011. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£40-60 

40 60 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 95

183

A Rotary Automatic watch with automatic self winding 

movement. White face and black Arabic numerals. Rotary 

black leather strap. With case, matching cufflinks and 

packaging.  

VGC-Mint, no evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£40-60 

40 60 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 40

184

A Rotary Automatic watch with automatic self winding 

movement. Metallic face and numeral markers with open 

balance wheel. Rotary black leather strap. With case, 

instructions, other paperwork and packaging. Watch 

purchased in 2010. 

VGC-Mint, no evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£40-60 

40 60 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 35



185

A Rotary Classic watch with quartz movement. 

Rectangular case with a silver face, Roman numerals and 

date display. Black leather strap. With case, packaging 

and instructions. Watch purchased in 2012. 

VGC-Mint, no evidence of wear. The movement is not 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£60-80 

60 80 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 40

186

A Rotary Revelation dual-faced watch with quartz 

movement. Reversable case with a black face with Roman 

numerals with date display and the reverse face in 

silvered finish with a separate seconds dial. Rotary black 

leather strap. With case.  

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£60-80 

60 80 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 95

187

A Rotary Editions 1895 Series 100 Waterproof Automatic 

watch with automatic self winding movement. Stainless 

steel case and bracelet with a black face, luminous 

numeral markers and date display. With case, packaging 

and instructions. Watch purchased in 2010. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£50-70 

50 70 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 55

188

A Rotary Aquaspeed Navitimer watch with quartz 

movement. Waterproof case with a black face and three 

chronograph dials. Rotary black leather strap. With case 

and packaging. Watch purchased in 2011. 

VGC-Mint, no evidence of wear. The movement is not 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£100-150 

100 150 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 90

189

A Rotary Revelation dual-faced watch with quartz 

movement. Reversable case with a dark blue face 

showing an alarm dial and the reverse face in grey and 

black showing a date display. Rotary black leather strap. 

With case, packaging and instructions. Watch purchased 

in 2011. 

VGC-Mint, no evidence of wear. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£60-80 

60 80 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 75



190

A Rotary limited edition watch with automatic self 

winding mechanism. Stainless steel case with 25 jewel 

movement, day and date displays and Rotary brown 

leather strap with Rotary logo to buckle. Limited Edition 

No.268/500 with paperwork. 

Together with a Rotary Automatic Watch Rotator (Model 

WA027), with original paperwork, instructions and 

packaging. Watch purchased in 2006. All VGC-Mint, little 

evidence of wear. The movement is running at the time 

of cataloguing, however we do not test for accuracy of 

time or duration of the power reserve or guarantee the 

future working of the movement. The movement may 

need servicing at the buyer's discretion. £100-150 

100 150 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 170

191

A Royal, London watch 14035-02 with quartz movement. 

5ATM water resistant to 50m. A simple white face with 

black numeral indicators. Royal black leather strap. With 

case and instructions. Watch purchased in 2013. 

VGC-Mint, no evidence of wear. The watch is not running 

at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not test for 

accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve or 

guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£30-50 

30 50 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 0

192

A Royal, London watch 41040-02 with quartz movement. 

5ATM water resistant to 50m T-21. Stainless steel case, a 

simple black face with metallic numeral indicators. Three 

separate dials for day, date and 24hr clock. Royal black 

leather strap. With case and instructions. Watch 

purchased in 2011. 

VGC-Mint, no evidence of wear. The watch is not running 

at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not test for 

accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve or 

guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£30-50 

30 50 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 15

193

A Royal, London watch 40116-06 with quartz movement. 

10ATM water resistant to 100m T31. Stainless steel case 

and bracelet, a black face with lunminous numeral 

indicators. Three additional separate dials and date 

display. With case. Watch purchased in 2012. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The watch is not 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£30-50 

30 50 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 25



194

A Royal, London watch 41109-01 with quartz movement. 

5ATM water resistant to 50m. Stainless steel case, a 

simple cream face with metallic arabic numerals. 

Separate seconds dial. Royal brown leather strap. With 

case. Watch purchased in 2012. 

VGC-Mint, no evidence of wear. The watch is not running 

at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not test for 

accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve or 

guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£20-40 

20 40 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 10

195

A Royal, London watch 40134-02 with quartz movement. 

5ATM water resistant to 50m T31. Stainless steel case, a 

black face with white arabic numerals. Separate dual time 

dial. Royal black leather strap. With case. Watch 

purchased in 2012. 

VGC-Mint, no evidence of wear. The watch is not running 

at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not test for 

accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve or 

guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£20-40 

20 40 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 0

196

A Royal, London watch 41116-03 with quartz movement. 

5ATM water resistant to 50m T31. Stainless steel case, a 

metallic grey face with green arabic numerals. Separate 

date display. Royal black leather strap. With case. Watch 

purchased in 2013. 

VGC-Mint, no evidence of wear. The watch is not running 

at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not test for 

accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve or 

guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£20-40 

20 40 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 20

197

A Royal, London Automatic watch 41142-03 with 

automatic self winding mechanism. 5ATM water resistant 

to 50m K16. Stainless steel case, a silvered face with gold 

metal numeral indicators and separate date display. 

Royal brown leather strap. With case. Watch purchased 

in 2013. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The watch is running at 

the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not test for 

accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve or 

guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£70-100 

70 100 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 55

198

A Royal, London watch 41110-02 1939 Anniversary 

Edition with quartz movement. 5ATM water resistant to 

50m T31. Stainless steel case, a white face with black 

arabic numerals. Separate day and date displays. Royal 

brown leather strap. With case. Watch purchased in 

2012. 

VGC-Mint, no evidence of wear. The watch is not running 

at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not test for 

accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve or 

guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£20-40 

20 40 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 30



199

A Seiko Perpetual Calendar Cal.6A32 Automatic watch 

with automatic self winding movement. Stainless steel 

case and bracelet, metallic face and gold numeral 

markers. Separate day and date display. With case, 

instructions, other paperwork and packaging. Watch 

purchased in 2012. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£60-80 

60 80 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 45

200

A Seiko Bell-matic Automatic watch with automatic self 

winding movement. Stainless steel case and bracelet, 

metallic face and numeral markers. Separate day and 

date display. With case. 

GC-VGC, some evidence of wear and scratch to the glass. 

The movement is running at the time of cataloguing. 

Please note we do not test for accuracy of time or 

duration of the power reserve or guarantee the future 

working of the movement. The movement may need 

servicing at the buyer's discretion. £100-150 

100 150 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 120

201

A Seiko Automatic watch with automatic self winding 

movement. Stainless steel case and bracelet, metallic 

face and numeral markers. Separate day and date 

display. With case. 

GC-VGC, some evidence of wear and scratch to the glass. 

The movement is running at the time of cataloguing. 

Please note we do not test for accuracy of time or 

duration of the power reserve or guarantee the future 

working of the movement. The movement may need 

servicing at the buyer's discretion. £60-80 

60 80 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 40

202

A Seiko Automatic watch with automatic self winding 

movement. Stainless steel case and bracelet, metallic 

face and numeral markers. Separate day and date display 

tested and currently working. With case and instructions. 

Watch purchased in 2008. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£60-80 

60 80 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 160

203

A Seiko F1 Honda Racing Team quartz chronograph 

watch. Stainless steel case and bracelet, black face and 

silver numeral markers. 3x separate chronograph dials. 

With case, instructions and packaging. Watch purchased 

in 2009. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is not 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£80-120 

80 120 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 150



204

A Seiko Spring Drive Automatic watch with automatic self 

winding mechanism. With stainless steel case, metallic 

face and numeral markers. Separate seconds dial and 

date display. Brown leather strap. With case, original 

instructions, other paperwork, spare strap and packaging. 

Watch purchased in 2014. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£1800-2200 

1800 2200 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 0

205

A Skagen 806XLTBLB Titanium watch with quartz 

movement. In black with three additional dials. With case 

and instructions. Watch purchased in 2011. 

VGC-Mint, no evidence of wear. The movement is not 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£20-40 

20 40 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 50

206

A Smiths De Luxe watch with manual winding 

mechanism. With metallic silvered face and gold arabic 

numerals/numeral markers. Separate seconds dial. 

Brown leather strap. 15 jewel movement. With case. 

Watch and case dedicated to a staff member for 25yrs 

service on the Golden Jubilee of the Austin Motor 

Company Co. Ltd. (1905 - 1955).

GC, some evidence of wear. The movement is running at 

the time of cataloguing, however please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£80-120 

80 120 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 360

207

A Timex Expedition Indiglo WR 50M watch with quartz 

movement, stainless steel case, silvered face and metallic 

grey arabic numerals. Expedition brown leather strap. 

With case.

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is not 

running at the time of cataloguing, however please note 

we do not test for accuracy of time or duration of the 

power reserve or guarantee the future working of the 

movement. The movement may need servicing at the 

buyer's discretion. £40-60 

40 60 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 25



208

A Tissot Automatic Chronometer watch with automatic 

self winding mechanism. 150th Anniversary edition 

(5885/8888) with stainless steel case, metallic face and 

numeral markers. Separate seconds dial and date display. 

Tissot brown leather strap. With case, original 

instructions, other paperwork and packaging. Watch 

purchased in 2004. 

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£700-1000 

700 1000 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 0

209

A Tissot Automatic Navigator's watch with automatic self 

winding mechanism. 160th Anniversary edition (No.5406) 

with stainless steel case, metallic face and numeral 

markers. Tissot brown leather strap. With case, original 

instructions, other paperwork and packaging. Watch 

purchased in 2014. 

VGC-Mint, no evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£500-700 

500 700 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 550

210

A Tissot Automatic Visodate watch with automatic self 

winding mechanism. Stainless steel case, metallic face 

and numeral markers. Separate day and date display. 

Tissot brown leather strap. With case, original 

instructions, other paperwork and packaging. Watch 

purchased in 2014. 

VGC-Mint, no evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£200-300 

200 300 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 160

211

A Tudor Black Bay Heritage watch with automatic self 

winding mechanism. Stainless steel case and bracelet, 

black face and white numeral markers. With case, 'credit 

card' style distributor's guarantee card, spare canvas 

strap and packaging. Watch purchased in 2013. 

VGC-Mint, no evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing, however we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£1500-2000 

1500 2000 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 2000



212

A T.W. Steel Automatic TWA 202 watch with automatic 

self winding mechanism. With stainless steel case 

finished in black, black face and brown arabic numerals 

and numeral markers. Separate date display. T.W. Steel 

brown leather strap. With case, paperwork and 

packaging. Watch purchased in 2013.

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing, however please note 

we do not test for accuracy of time or duration of the 

power reserve or guarantee the future working of the 

movement. The movement may need servicing at the 

buyer's discretion. £300-500 

300 500 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 0

213

A Christopher Ward 6B/159 watch with automatic self 

winding mechanism. A special edition RAF Battle of 

Britain 1940 watch with stainless steel case, cream face 

and black arabic numerals. Separate date display. With 

case, original instructions, other paperwork and 

packaging. Watch purchased in 2013.

VGC-Mint, no evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£150-200 

150 200 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 140

214

A Christopher Ward C9 Harrison Jumping Hour Mk.II 

watch with automatic self winding mechanism. A limited 

edition (60/250) with stainless steel case, white face and 

black numeral markers. Separate hour display. With case, 

original instructions, other paperwork and packaging. 

Watch purchased in 2013.

VGC-Mint, no evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£400-600 

400 600 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 200

215

A Christopher Ward C10 Aviator Mk.I watch with 

automatic self winding mechanism. With stainless steel 

case, black face and luminous arabic numerals. Separate 

date display. Ward brown leather strap. With case, 

original instructions, other paperwork and packaging. 

Watch purchased in 2013.

VGC-Mint, no evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£180-220 

180 220 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 180



216

A Christopher Ward C10 Aviator Mk.II watch with 

automatic self winding mechanism. With stainless steel 

case, black face and brown arabic numerals. Separate 

date display. Ward brown leather strap. With case, 

original instructions, other paperwork and packaging. 

Watch purchased in 2014. 

VGC-Mint, no evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£180-220 

180 220 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 190

217

A Christopher Ward C90 Beckett's Power Reserve watch 

with automatic self winding mechanism. 24 jewel 

movement with stainless steel case, white face and 

luminous arabic numerals. Separate date and power 

reserve displays. Ward brown leather strap. With case, 

original instructions, other paperwork and packaging. 

Watch purchased in 2013.

Together with a Christopher Ward leather watch 

collector's case with spaces to house 12 watches. 

VGC-Mint, no evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£400-600 

400 600 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 360

218

A Christopher Ward C7 Bluebird watch with quartz 

movement. With stainless steel case, metallic blue face 

and white arabic numerals. Separate date display and 

three chronograph dials. Ward brown leather strap. With 

case, original instructions, other paperwork and 

packaging. Watch purchased in 2013.

VGC-Mint, no evidence of wear. The movement is not 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£100-150 

100 150 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 160

219

A Christopher Ward C7 Rapide Chronograph Mk.II watch 

with quartz movement. With stainless steel case, metallic 

red face and silvered arabic numerals. Separate date 

display and three chronograph dials. Ward brown leather 

strap. With case, original instructions, other paperwork 

and packaging. Watch purchased in 2013.

VGC-Mint, no evidence of wear. The movement is not 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£100-150 

100 150 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 85



220

A Christopher Ward C70 VW4 Vanwall 'First All British 

World Championship Race Win 1957' watch with quartz 

movement. Limited edition (2/1957), with stainless steel 

case, metallic green face. Separate date display and three 

chronograph dials. Ward brown leather strap. With case, 

original instructions, other paperwork and packaging. 

Watch purchased in 2013.

VGC-Mint, no evidence of wear. The movement is not 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£300-500 

300 500 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 380

221

A Raymond Weil Geneve Automatic watch with 

automatic self winding mechanism. Stainless steel case 

with metallic face and silvered arabic numerals/numeral 

markers. Separate date display. Weil brown leather strap. 

With case, instructions, other paperwork and packaging. 

Watch purchased in 2010. 

VGC-Mint, no evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing, however please note 

we do not test for accuracy of time or duration of the 

power reserve or guarantee the future working of the 

movement. The movement may need servicing at the 

buyer's discretion. £300-500 

300 500 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 320

222

A Raymond Weil Geneve Automatic watch with 

automatic self winding mechanism. Stainless steel case 

and bracelet with metallic face and silvered numeral 

markers. Separate date display. With case, instructions, 

other paperwork and packaging. Watch purchased in 

2012. 

VGC-Mint, no evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing, however please note 

we do not test for accuracy of time or duration of the 

power reserve or guarantee the future working of the 

movement. The movement may need servicing at the 

buyer's discretion. £300-500 

300 500 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 0

223

A Zenith El Primero Automatic Chronomaster watch with 

automatic self winding mechanism. With stainless steel 

case, black face and silvered Roman numerals. Separate 

chronograph dial and exposed movement. Zenith black 

leather strap. With case.

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£1000-1500 

1000 1500 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 2000



224

A Zenith El Primero Automatic Charles Vermont watch 

with automatic self winding mechanism. Limited edition 

(337/1975) with stainless steel case, black face and 

silvered numeral markers. Separate date display and 

three chronograph dials. Zenith black leather strap. With 

case, instructions and leather wallet. Watch purchased in 

2013.

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£1500-2000 

1500 2000 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 2800

225

A Lange & Sohne 'Lange 1' Automatic watch with 

automatic winding mechanism. 22 carat gold case, 

metallic face split into two dials with gold numeral 

markers and power reserve indicator. Separate date 

display and Lange brown leather strap. With case, leather 

wallet, instructions and other paperwork. Watch 

purchased in 2013.

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£15,000-20,000 

15000 20000 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 0

226

A Patek Philippe, Geneve Automatic watch with 

automatic winding mechanism. Gold case, white metallic 

face with gold numeral markers. Separate date display 

and Philippe brown leather strap. With case, leather 

wallet, instructions and other paperwork. Watch 

purchased in 2011.

VGC-Mint, little evidence of wear. The movement is 

running at the time of cataloguing. Please note we do not 

test for accuracy of time or duration of the power reserve 

or guarantee the future working of the movement. The 

movement may need servicing at the buyer's discretion. 

£15,000-20,000 

15000 20000 Clocks and Scientific Instr. 0


